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0 of 0 review helpful this book digs into the nitty gritty of q school and gives any weekend golfer a full appreciation of 
why we like to watch the pr By happy in prattville always been a fan of feinstein s writings on golf this book digs into 
the nitty gritty of q school and gives any weekend golfer a full appreciation of why we like to watch the pros and why 
we just watch everyone knows golf is a humbling sport never m It is the tournament that separates champions from 
mortals It is the starting point for the careers of future legends and can be the final stop on the down escalator for 
fading stars The annual PGA Tour Qualifying Tournament is one of the most grueling competitions in any sport Every 
fall veterans and talented hopefuls sweat through six rounds of hell at Q school as the tournament is universally known 
to get a shot at the PGA Tour vying for the 30 slots available From Booklist Q School or more formally the PGA Tour 
Qualifying Tournament is golf s Long March the winding road that aspiring professionals must negotiate if they are to 
qualify to play on the PGA Tour Even 
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